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Abstract 

 

Affecting waters and coastlines worldwide, plastic marine debris is a pervasive issue that 
continues to intensify. It threatens wildlife, habitats, and ecosystem functioning, as well as coastal 

tourism and recreation. This problem can be addressed in ways ranging from local to international in 
scope, and voluntary to mandatory in implementation. Our objective was to reduce plastic marine 
debris generation in coastal North Carolina via both voluntary and mandatory approaches; therefore, 
we used both bottom-up and top-down methods. 

We focused the bottom-up piece of our project on increasing awareness of the ecological 
hazards plastic marine debris causes and on encouraging consumers to stop using plastic shopping 
bags. To this end, we employed a combination of formal and informal education tools, which 
included presenting in classrooms, leading coastal cleanups, and designing a plastic marine debris 

exhibit that we displayed at environmentally themed community events. The school presentations 
targeted students from kindergarten to high school, and are adaptable to a variety of levels and 
teacher objectives. The coastal cleanups provided community members with an opportunity to see 
firsthand the local extent of marine debris. Our exhibit enabled us to reach a large and diverse 
audience, and to show the connection between our decisions and environmental impacts. 

The top-down component of our project focused on understanding the effectiveness of the 
Outer Banks plastic bag ban (NC Senate Bill 1018) at reducing plastic marine debris and changing 
consumer behaviors, as well as its popularity among residents. NC Senate Bill 318, introduced in 

March 2011, calls for a repeal of this ban, so we composed a policy memo arguing against the repeal 
and sent it to all state senators. We supported our position with the results we obtained from surveys 
we conducted of Outer Banks and Carteret County residents. The majority of Outer Banks 
respondents were in support of the ban, and the majority of Carteret County respondents stated that 
they would support a plastic bag ban in their county, which lent credence to our argument. 

Our holistic approach, based on bottom-up and top-down measures, enabled us to test and 
assess a variety of tools that could reduce plastic marine debris in coastal North Carolina. 

Introduction and Purpose 
 
Affecting waters and coastlines worldwide, marine debris is a pervasive issue that continues 

to intensify. Trash in our oceans threatens wildlife, habitats, and ecosystem functioning, as well as 
coastal tourism and recreation. This problem that can be addressed in ways that range from local to 
international in scope, and voluntary to mandatory in implementation. Our objective was to reduce 
plastic marine debris generation in coastal North Carolina via both voluntary and mandatory 
approaches; therefore, we used both bottom-up and top-down methods. We believed that we would 
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have the greatest potential for eliciting a positive and visible public response at this scale and by 
using a two-pronged strategy. 

Plastic is not only the most common component of marine debris, but it is also the most 
ecologically damaging. We focused the bottom-up piece of our project on increasing awareness of 

the ecological hazards plastic marine debris causes and on encouraging consumers to stop using 
plastic shopping bags, relying on both formal and informal methods. This report describes the 
various tools we used and events we engaged in to this end, and provides an assessment of how well 
each component of our outreach and engagement program worked to influence behavior. 

We were also interested in how policy can be used to shift plastic bag reduction practices 
from voluntary to mandatory, which would decrease the amount of plastic waste generated and 
thereby also the amount entering our coastal areas. Of particular interest to us (and the impetus for 
the top-down component of our project) are North Carolina Senate Bill 1018, which bans the 

distribution of single-use plastic bags in most retail stores in three Outer Banks counties: Currituck, 
Dare, and Hyde, and North Carolina Senate Bill 318, which seeks to repeal the ban. We sought to 
understand the level of public support for the ban, which would aid in our determination of whether 
its repeal is justified. 

 

Background 

We examine plastic marine debris in coastal North Carolina using the Total Ecology 
framework, which includes a description of the biophysical, institutional, and human ecologies of 
the issue (Orbach 1995). The biophysical ecology includes the non-human, biophysical resources 
and environments related to the issue, and includes an overview of the characteristics of marine 

debris and its ecological impacts at the global level. The institutional ecology is defined as those laws 
and institutions that govern or affect the behavior of people involved with the issue, and includes 
both governance bodies and policies at all scales. The human ecology is defined as those humans 
and human behaviors that affect, are affected by, or are otherwise concerned with the issue and 
includes human activities such as tourism and consumer choices. Because local environmental 
conditions are affected by larger-scale natural phenomena, and because national and international 
laws influence local policies, we describe the biophysical and institutional ecologies at multiple 
scales. The human ecology section, however, focuses solely on North Carolina, as these are the 

people whose opinions and behaviors our project seeks to understand and influence. Our use of the 
Total Ecology framework enables a holistic interpretation of the global marine debris issue, as it 
translates to the local level in coastal North Carolina. 
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Biophysical Ecology of the Plastic Marine Debris Issue 

The rate of global plastic production increases each year, and oceanic debris concentrations 
are rising in tandem, which presents many hazards to both marine life and people. The United 
Nations Environment Programme (UNEP) has estimated that each square mile of ocean surface 

contains an average of 46,000 plastic pieces (UNEP 2006). By mass, plastic constitutes between 60% 
and 80% of all marine debris globally (Gregory & Ryan 1997). Most of this plastic marine debris is in 
the form of small, degraded pieces (Derraik 2002), which may have originated as consumer goods, 
fishing gear, or resin pellets from both land- and sea-based sources (Moore 2008). 

A significant portion of plastic marine debris drifts into one of five large marine convergence 
areas, known as gyres, and can remain trapped there for decades. These phenomena are known as 
“garbage patches” (Moore 2003), and are some of the most visible manifestations of the effects that 
humanity has on the ocean, and the persistence of plastics in the marine environment.  Though the 

largest of these garbage patches occurs in the North Pacific Gyre, which straddles the Hawaiian 
archipelago, scientific expeditions to the other ocean gyres have revealed similar patterns of plastic 
debris accumulation (see e.g., Carpenter & Smith 1972; Colton et al. 1974; Morris 1980; Barnes 2003; 
Martinez et al. 2009). 

Research indicates that the North Atlantic Gyre (Figure 1), also known as the Sargasso Sea 
because of the floating mat of sargassum seaweed swirling within its currents, exhibits similarly high 
concentrations of plastic debris as the North Pacific Gyre. This gyre occurs near the North Carolina 
coast, and so debris originating on or near North Carolina’s beaches could potentially be swept into 

the circulating currents of the Gulf Stream and into the North Atlantic Gyre. 
 

                           
Figure 1. The Sargasso Sea has been observed to accumulate plastic debris (Corfield 2003). 
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The Sea Education Association (SEA) has completed more than 6,000 surface tows in the 
North Atlantic Gyre over the past 20 years to record the incidence of plastic debris (Gill 2010). The 
group has found plastic debris in over half of their samples, with the highest concentrations 
observed within the Sargasso Sea between 22° N and 38° N (Gill 2010). In this area, densities of up 

to 518,000 debris pieces per mi2 have been measured (Gill 2010). 
The North Atlantic Gyre provides essential habitat to many species that spend their juvenile 

stages among the sargassum, such as the loggerhead sea turtle (Caretta caretta). Currents draw juvenile 
loggerheads into convergence zones, where they passively migrate at the surface for the first three to 
five years of development (Carr 1987). Here, they seek shelter and feed on marine invertebrate 
larvae, which reside within the mats of sargassum (Carr 1987). With increasing amounts of plastic 
marine debris entering the North Atlantic Gyre, the likelihood that sea turtles and other marine 
organisms will interact with ocean trash also rises. 

Marine debris threatens life of all types; at least 267 marine species are harmed by its 
presence globally (Laist 1997). Entanglement in plastic debris can severely decrease an animal’s 
ability to move, locate food, and avoid predators (Ryan 1988). These reductions in fitness, if severe 
enough, will eventually result in death (Ryan 1988). Plastic in the ocean is also ingested by a vast 
array of marine fauna, including zooplankton, invertebrates, fish, sea turtles, and marine mammals, 
some of them threatened or endangered (Ryan 1988; Gregory 2009; Tourinho et al. 2009). 

In a study by Tourinho et al. (2009), it was found that, of stranded wildlife studied in 
southern Brazil, all 34 green sea turtles and 14 of 35 seabirds had marine debris in their digestive 

systems, of which plastic was the main material. Even with high prevalence in the gastrointestinal 
tracts of sea turtles, mortality due to plastic ingestion is not widely reported due to their ability to 
excrete marine debris. However, the sub-lethal effects associated with ingestion of marine debris 
include reduced food intake and subsequent decline in growth rate. Thus, it may take longer for 
turtles that have ingested plastic to reach sexual maturity, thereby slowing overall population growth 
(Tourinho et al. 2009). Plastic debris littering beaches can also be an obstacle to nesting females and 
hatchlings (Tourinho et al. 2009). 

The North Carolina coastline occurs between 33.5° N and 37° N latitude (State Climate 

Office of North Carolina n.d.) and spans 301 miles (North Carolina Property Mappers Association 
n.d.). A unique geological feature of the North Carolina coast is the Outer Banks, a series of barrier 
islands 130 miles long that run along the northern extent of the state’s coastline (Outer Banks 
Visitors Bureau 2011). These islands partially enclose ecologically important estuaries between them 
and the North Carolina mainland. A diverse array of species inhabit or make use of the North 
Carolina coastal area for feeding and breeding purposes, including loggerhead and leatherback sea 
turtles, which are listed as endangered, and the green sea turtle, which is listed as threatened under 
the US Endangered Species Act (North Carolina Sea Turtle Project n.d.). The ecological value of the 

North Carolina coast has been recognized at both the national and state levels, and the region 
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includes the Cape Hatteras National Seashore, the Cape Lookout National Seashore, the Pea Island 
National Wildlife Refuge, as well as several state parks and other specially designated areas. 
 
Institutional Ecology of the Plastic Marine Debris Issue 

Single-use plastic items, particularly thin bags used for purchases at grocery, convenience, 
and drug stores, are among the largest contributors to marine debris and ultimately to garbage 
patches. Since consumers are usually not presented with incentives to recycle these bags, 95% of the 
four to five trillion manufactured each year end up in landfills, where they could take hundreds of 
years to completely degrade (Williamson 2003). Due to their lightweight nature, plastic bags that are 
improperly discarded or exposed at landfills risk blowing into waterways. Growing awareness of this 
problem has catalyzed preventative legislative action at town, city, and even country levels. 

Despite their prevalence as marine debris, plastic bags are one of the most tractable 

consumer items to manage through effective policy. Laws imposing fees on plastic bags or banning 
their distribution have dramatically reduced consumption and, consequently, the environmental 
impacts associated with them. Consequently, we will focus the latter part of our institutional analysis 
on policy alternatives that prohibit plastic bag usage or limit consumption through market-based 
mechanisms. We begin with an overview of international and US national laws addressing marine 
debris. Then we segue into a discussion of policies that have been enacted in various locations and at 
differing governance levels around the world to reduce plastic bag consumption and assess their 
success. Finally, we turn our focus to North Carolina and the state’s efforts to curb plastic marine 

debris in coastal areas via the plastic bag ban that was enacted in 2009. 
 
International and US National Laws 

There are a few pieces of international legislation that deal directly with the issue of marine 
debris. The International Convention for the Prevention of Pollution From Ships, 1973 and the 
modifying Protocol of 1978 are known collectively as MARPOL 73/78. They prohibit the release of 
shipping wastes of various types at sea and require that “adequate” receptacles for waste be provided 
at ports (Lethbridge 1991; Leous & Parry 2005). Under Annex V, at-sea disposal of all forms of 

plastic is prohibited from all vessels, including recreational watercraft (Derraik 2002). The 
Convention on the Prevention of Marine Pollution by Dumping of Wastes and Other Matter, 1972, 
known as the London Convention, and the subsequent 1996 Protocol work to further reduce 
marine debris by prohibiting at-sea dumping from ships (London Protocol 1996; de La Fayette 
1998). The Washington Declaration on Protection of the Marine Environment from Land-Based 
Activities was a landmark agreement in that it addresses land-based sources, which account for 80% 
of all marine debris (Leous & Parry 2005). However, this agreement is non-binding and so its effect 
on the behavior of signatories is unknown and difficult to measure (Leous & Parry 2005).   
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In the US, several laws address marine debris at the national level. The US Federal Water 
Pollution Control Act of 1972, also known as the Clean Water Act (CWA, 33 U.S.C § 1251 et seq, 
1972), regulates the release of pollutants into US waters, including plastic debris. Section 319 focuses 
on non-point sources of pollution and provides grant funds to states to set up management plans to 

control non-point source pollution (Federal Water Pollution Control Act 1972). The US Marine 
Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act, 1972 (33 U.S.C. § 1401 et seq.) prohibits the dumping of 
material into the ocean that would pose a threat to human health or the marine environment (US 
Marine Protection, Research, and Sanctuaries Act 1972). This legislation implements the London 
Protocol in the US. The US Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships, 1982 (33 U.S.C. § 1901 et seq.) 
implements MARPOL 73/78 domestically (US Act to Prevent Pollution from Ships 1982). The US 
Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and Reduction Act (33 U.S.C. § 1951 et seq.) established the 
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration’s (NOAA) Marine Debris Program under 

Section 3 (US Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and Reduction Act 2006). The main purpose of 
the Act is, “To help identify, determine sources of, assess, reduce, and prevent marine debris and its 
adverse impacts on the marine environment” (US Marine Debris Research, Prevention, and 
Reduction Act 2006). This act expired in 2010, but H.R. 1171, “Marine Debris Act Reauthorization 
Amendments of 2011,” is currently in committee awaiting authorization. 

Although several laws and policies are in place to curb dumping at sea and littering on land, 
the institutional ecology of the issue as it currently stands includes little to reduce the amount of 
plastic debris entering our waters, particularly in the form of single-use items such as plastic bags. 

 
Plastic Bag Fees and Bans 
Overview of International and Domestic Examples 

Plastic bag use has been significantly reduced in several cities and countries via fees and 
bans. Fees on plastic bags, which are traditionally given to consumers at grocery, drug, and 
convenience stores in the US free of charge, create economic incentives for shoppers to bring their 
own bags. Ireland has experienced great success in decreasing plastic bag use since the nation passed 
a 22-cent (US monetary equivalent) fee per bag in 2002 (ten Brink et al. 2009). Stores witnessed an 

immediate decline in demand for bags, and once the fee was raised to 32 cents in 2007, this decrease 
in use continued (ten Brink et al. 2009). At present, the number of bags requested at checkout lines is 
a mere 10% of the demand before the fee (ten Brink et al. 2009). This legislation was the first of its 
kind in Europe, and the positive results have encouraged other nations to follow suit with their own 
bag policies. The concept of charging customers for plastic bags has gained support at a slower pace 
in North America, but in 2009, Toronto and Washington, DC each placed a five-cent fee on all 
single-use, plastic bags (Emerling 2009; Taylor 2009). 

Banning plastic bags is another approach that has been adopted in many cities and countries 

both around the world and, to a lesser extent, domestically. Plastic bag bans are increasing in 
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popularity in Asia and Africa, as they aid in reducing pollution burdens. Bangladesh, for example, 
banned plastic bags over a decade ago because the bags littered the streets and clogged storm drains 
during severe rain events (Reazuddin 2006). China implemented a ban on ultra-thin, lightweight 
plastic bags in 2008 to decrease the country’s immense trash generation (Watts 2009). Thin plastic 

bags are also banned in Abu Dhabi, Taiwan, Mumbai, Kenya, Uganda, and South Africa (Dhaliwal 
2001; Williamson 2003; Gangal 2009, ten Brink et al. 2009; Anonymous 2010). 

Similarly to plastic bag fees, bans have not yet garnered overwhelming public support in 
North America, although several notable cases of successful legislation exist. In April of 2007, Leaf 
Rapids, Manitoba became the first city on the continent to ban plastic bag distribution (Town of 
Leaf Rapids 2007). San Francisco pioneered this policy strategy in the US when a bag ban was 
enacted in the same month (Gorn 2008). The government of Mexico City mandated in 2009 that all 
retail businesses must offer biodegradable bags to their customers as well as discontinue the 

distribution of traditional plastic bags (Hawley & Solache 2009). Although no US states have voted 
to ban plastic bags yet, the movement has taken root in a smattering of towns, cities, and counties 
across the nation, and it is gaining momentum as public understanding of the issue grows. 
 
North Carolina Senate Bill 1018 

The North Carolina state legislature passed Senate Bill 1018 in June 2009, which banned 
plastic bag distribution in certain stores in the coastal areas of counties meeting the bill’s criteria 
(SL2009-0163). It took effect in September 2009 and was expanded in October 2010 to include all 

retailers in the areas under its jurisdiction (SL2009-0163). Rules of eligibility stipulate that a county 
must have a barrier island or peninsula within its boundaries that has at least 200 permanent 
residents, (SL2009-0163). Additionally, this island or peninsula must be bordered on the east by the 
Atlantic is disconnected from the mainland by a sound, and includes a National Wildlife Refuge or 
part of a National Seashore Ocean and on the west by a coastal sound (SL2009-0163). As of now, 
the coastal areas of Currituck, Dare, and Hyde counties must abide by this policy. 

Several changes are required of retailers affected by Senate Bill 1018. Plastic bags may be 
used only for fresh produce, fish and meat (SL2009-0163). Retailers may offer complimentary paper 

bags to their customers, but these must be composed of 100 percent recycled material and be 
labeled as recyclable (SL2009-0163). Customers bringing their own bags are entitled to an incentive 
that may take the form of either a cash refund equivalent to the cost of the paper bags not used, 
store credit or coupons, or reward points on their store membership cards (SL2009-0163). Retailers 
falling under these regulations must display a sign in a prominent location that alerts customers to 
these changes (SL2009-0163). 

Reasons for why a bag ban was supported and adopted are also included in Senate Bill 1018. 
Legislators recognized the environmental impacts that plastic bags have in the state, including trash 

buildup, wildlife impacts, reductions in beach quality, and the need for petroleum inputs in their 
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production (SL2009-0163). The bill acknowledges that a progressive lessening of plastic bag use 
would benefit all citizens in the state, particularly those living in barrier island communities (SL2009-
0163). In the waters around these narrow landmasses, the effects of pollution are more acutely felt 
and debris is more costly to clean up (SL2009-0163). Additionally, these areas are popular tourism 

destinations, partly because of the natural beauty preserved in the National Wildlife Refuges and 
National Seashores (SL2009-0163). Ecologically, barrier islands are also critical sea turtle nesting 
grounds, and plastic bags can threaten sea turtles and other coastal and marine animals (SL2009-
0163). Finally, the impacts that the large influx of seasonal tourists has on the environment with 
respect to plastic bag consumption are highlighted (SL2009-0163). Since tourists make many 
purchases at gift shops, grocery stores, and restaurants, a greater than normal amount of plastic bag 
waste is inevitably generated during the warmer months (SL2009-0163). 
 

North Carolina Senate Bill 318 
On March 10th, 2011, Senators Thom Goolsby (R, 9th District) and E.S. (Buck) Newton (R, 

11th District) introduced S138, which calls for a complete repeal of the Outer Banks plastic bag ban 
introduced in 2009 under Senate Bill 1018 (DRS15069-MH-39). Their rationale for the repeal is 
economic; they claim that the ban has placed undue costs on retailers in the affected area, who have 
spent “substantial capital to comply with this prohibition” (DRS15069-MH-39). They argue that the 
ban affects businesses not only in the Outer Banks, but also throughout the entire state; however, 
they do not explain how the remainder of North Carolina is impacted by this law (DRS15069-MH-

39). Other negative consequences of the ban cited in S318 are that job creation and business 
expansion opportunities have been impeded (DRS15069-MH-39). 

Funding associated with Senate Bill 1018 is another contentious issue for Goolsby and 
Newton. The money given to the North Carolina Department of Natural Resources and the 
Department’s Divisions of Waste Management and Environmental Assistance and Outreach to 
evaluate the ban’s success could have been allocated to other tasks, the bill reads, especially given the 
budget deficit the state is currently experiencing (DRS15069-MH-39). 

Additionally, the senators contend that even though the goal of the ban was to encourage 

the substitution of reusable shopping bags for plastic or paper ones, less than 1% of retail 
transactions in the area under the ban actually include reusable shopping bags (DRS15069-MH-39). 
Along with the ban’s repeal, the senators argue that voluntary plastic bag recycling opportunities and 
educational programs should be used as alternative ways to decrease the number of plastic bags 
entering the waste stream (DRS15069-MH-39). Senate Bill 318 must pass through committee before 
it can come to a vote in the Senate. 
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Human Ecology of the Plastic Marine Debris Issue in Coastal North Carolina 

The human ecology of the plastic bag ban at the North Carolina state level includes 
members of Congress and administrative agencies, which are responsible for crafting and passing 

Senate Bill 1018, and overseeing its implementation, respectively. More generally, the human ecology 
of the plastic marine debris issue in coastal North Carolina includes both merchants and consumers, 
and both residents and tourists. Therefore, everyone potentially contributes to plastic marine debris, 
and plastic marine debris affects everyone. 
 
North Carolina General Assembly 

The NC General Assembly is the bicameral state legislature, and is comprised of 50 
members of the Senate and 120 members of the House of Representatives. The General Assembly is 

responsible for creating and ratifying laws for the state, which are then implemented by various 
administrative agencies. 

Senate Bill 1018 was primarily sponsored by Josh Stein (D, 16th District), and co-sponsored 
by Doug Berger (D, 7th), Don Davis (D, 5th), and Katie G. Dorsett (D, 28th) (NC General 
Assembly n.d.). The sixth and final version of Senate Bill 1018 (also known as House Bill 810) was 
passed in the House of Representatives on March 26th, 2009, and in the Senate on June 22nd, 2009 
(NC General Assembly n.d.). On June 23rd, 2009, the bill was ratified and signed by Marc Basnight, 
former Senate President Pro Tempore; Joe Hackney, Speaker of the House of Representatives; and 

Governor Beverly Perdue (SL2009-0163). The legislation officially came into effect on September 
1st, 2009 (SL2009-0163). 
 
Administrative Agencies 
          Senate Bill 1018 is administered by Secretary Dee A. Freeman of the Department of 
Environment and Natural Resources (DENR). The DENR is charged with managing and protecting 
the state’s natural resources. It accomplishes this by implementing the environmental and human 
health regulations passed by the state legislature, providing technical assistance to citizens involved 

in business, agriculture, and local government, and educating the public and students on 
environmental stewardship (DENR n.d.). Aside from the Secretary and his staff, the DENR is also 
comprised of several regional offices, commissions, and divisions (DENR n.d.) 
          If the DENR becomes aware of a retailer’s violation of Senate Bill 1018, Secretary Freeman 
may impose a fine on the violator, pursuant to the graduated sanctions laid out in § 130A-22 
(Administrative penalties):  
 
The penalty shall not exceed one hundred dollars ($100.00) for a first violation; two hundred dollars ($200.00) for a 

second violation within any 12-month period; and five hundred dollars ($500.00) for each additional violation within 
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any 12-month period for any violation of Part 2G of Article 9 of this Chapter. 
 
Despite the low fines, we have found widespread support for the bill from both retailers and 
customers in the three affected counties, due to the potential for improved environmental quality 

and cleaner beaches they attribute to it (this is further explained in the survey results section). 
 
Affected Individuals and Private Sector Constituencies 
Retailers and Consumers   

Directly and immediately affected by Senate Bill 1018 are those who work or shop at stores 
in the area of its implementation. The bill stipulates that all retailers under its jurisdiction shall no 
longer supply single-use plastic bags, and that any complimentary paper bags given to customers 
must be composed of 100 percent recycled materials (SL2009-0163). Therefore, checkout lines at 

grocery, drug, and convenience stores will no longer be stocked with plastic bags, but rather with 
more expensive paper bags. However, the relative amount of money a store saves from no longer 
purchasing plastic shopping bags and earns from the sale of reusable bags (if they choose to sell 
them) may offset these costs, but this has yet to be confirmed. Another possible effect of the ban is 
a change in the amount of time each customer spends at checkout, which will depend on whether 
paper and reusable bags take more or less time to fill with items than plastic bags. 

The plastic bag ban also affects consumer choices and may impose additional costs on them. 
Benefits of using paper over plastic include the paper bag’s greater capacity and durability. Reusable 

bags are generally also bigger and more durable than plastic bags, but they also usually must be 
purchased at a cost of one dollar or more. However, since they are reusable, over the lifetime of the 
bag, its cost approaches zero, and the number of plastic bags saved through its use may be 
significant. Despite the costs associated with procuring reusable bags and the availability of 
complimentary paper bags at retailers, many customers shopping at affected Outer Banks stores do 
use reusable bags, indicating that they are preferred over paper (this is further explained in the 
survey results section). 
 

Tourists 
Tourism contributes significantly to the economies of coastal North Carolina communities. 

North Carolina’s 301 miles of coastline attract a large number of summer tourists. For instance, 
although Carteret County, home to the Duke Marine Lab and comprised of eleven towns, has a 
resident population of approximately 63,520, this number swells to over 200,000 during the peak of 
tourist season (Carteret Economic Development(b), n.d.). With such a high influx of people comes 
increased consumption and subsequently more garbage production. Without a ban on plastic bags, 
this increase in tourist traffic would lead to high plastic bag consumption, as these tourists make 

purchases from local merchants and leave stores with plastic bags. Greater plastic bag use may 
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contribute to increased litter on beaches, which could, in turn, negatively affect future tourism. 
Although tourists may contribute to litter, they also seek clean beaches on which to spend their 
vacation time. If a beach were littered with plastic debris, it may appear less desirable to tourists, 
who may choose to visit another, more “pristine” beach instead. Therefore, it is economically (as 

well as ecologically) important that Outer Banks beaches and coastal waters remain free of plastic 
debris, and the plastic bag ban has contributed to the achievement of this goal. 

 
Methods 

 
Our approach involved both bottom-up and top-down components; that is, we included 

voluntary and mandatory methods of changing consumer behavior with respect to plastic bags in 
our project design. We chose this two-way methodology because we thought it would give us the 

most holistic perspective of the tools available to reduce plastic bag litter in coastal North Carolina. 
Additionally, we could determine which, if any, of the examined tools were successful in reducing 
plastic bag use and were popular with their target constituents. 

Some authors have argued that increasing public knowledge of the problem and working 
toward behavioral and attitudinal changes are the strongest means of reducing marine debris (Rees 
& Pond 1995). In line with their thinking, our objectives for the bottom-up piece of our project 
were to raise awareness of the environmental hazards that plastic marine debris causes and to 
influence citizens of Carteret County to rethink their use of plastic shopping bags. This included 

partnering with the North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores to participate in public 
awareness-building events, organizing and leading coastal cleanups, and developing and giving 
school presentations. It is our hope that once informed about how plastic bags contribute to marine 
debris, people will make more sustainable choices. 

Policies that restrict the free distribution of plastic shopping bags, either through fees or 
bans, have gained momentum in recent years around the world and, to, a lesser extent, in the United 
States. In North Carolina, plastic bags are banned in the coastal areas of the Outer Banks 
communities. We sought to understand the level of citizen support for such a ban on plastic bags 

both in the policy’s area of implementation as well as in Carteret County, where there is no ban 
currently in place. We accomplished this by creating and administering surveys of residents in 
Currituck, Dare, Hyde, and Carteret Counties, as well as by writing a policy memo for North 
Carolina senators regarding the potential repeal of the Outer Banks plastic bag ban. We hope that 
our survey results and policy memo will encourage senators to vote against the ban’s repeal. 

The following sections describe in greater detail each component of our project. 
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Aquarium Partnership 
 Instrumental to achieving our goal of building community awareness about plastic marine 
debris was a partnership that we forged with the North Carolina Aquarium at Pine Knoll Shores (the 
Aquarium). Since the Aquarium attracts a large and diverse audience on a daily basis, partnering with 

this institution aided us in reaching as many people as possible. We contacted Windy Arey-Kent, the 
education curator at the Aquarium, and after several meetings, she offered us the opportunity to 
design a display on marine debris for their annual “Party for the Planet” event as well as for the 2nd 

annual Crystal Coast Earth Day Festival. 
 The Aquarium’s annual Party for the Planet event occurred during the week leading up to 
Earth Day (April 18th-22nd, 2011). At this event, we contributed to the Aquarium’s message of 
conservation by displaying a temporary exhibit and speaking to the public about marine debris. One 
component of our exhibit was “Bagfoot,” a six-foot tall creature reminiscent of Bigfoot and made 

out of 500 plastic shopping bags. Our goal with Bagfoot was to attract visitor attention to our 
display and show how many plastic bags the average American uses in one year in a way that was 
visually startling (American Plastic Manufacturing 2008). Visitors to our table also saw a display we 
created showing approximately how long typical trash items take to degrade in the ocean. 
Degradation times were obtained from the South Carolina Department of Health and 
Environmental Control, which had produced a marine debris degradation timeline poster in 
collaboration with the South Carolina Sea Grant Consortium, the Southeast office of the Centers for 
Ocean Science Education Excellence, and NOAA (South Carolina Department of Health and 

Environmental Control et al. n.d.). Items displayed with their marine degradation times included: a 
paper towel (2 weeks), a paper cup (6 weeks), a piece of cardboard (2 months), a waxed milk carton 
(3 months), a foam cup (50 years), an aluminum soda can (200 years), a plastic water bottle (450 
years), a plastic bag (500+ years) and a glass bottle (unknown). Additionally, we received 250 free 
static window clings from ConservingNow, a Nevada-based non-profit that “provides facts, 
educational resources, products, and opportunities to help people be more environmentally 
conscious” (ConservingNow 2011). The cling had a cartoon image of trees and the statement, 
“Make a difference – Bring your own bag” on it, and we asked that individuals interested in 

receiving a complimentary cling to sign the Bring Your Own Bag Pledge that we also obtained from 
the ConservingNow website. 
 The second program developed out of our Aquarium partnership was our contribution to 
the 2nd annual Crystal Coast Earth Day Festival at Fort Macon State Park in Atlantic Beach. This 
event brought together many local groups, such as the Aquarium, the North Carolina Maritime 
Museum, the Coastal Federation, the North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries, and the Core 
Sound Waterfowl Museum and Heritage Center, among others. Each participating group presented 
an environmental issue at their table, and described one action for visitors to perform that would to 

reduce their impact on the environment in their daily lives. Visitors were able to “collect” these 
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actions as a scavenger hunt and take away a list of ways to be more environmentally conscious. Our 
table focused on plastic bags and marine debris, and we utilized the display that we designed and 
presented at the Aquarium. The action we suggested to visitors was to use reusable bags as one way 
of reducing the amount of single-use, plastic items they use consumer and throw away. We brought 

Bagfoot, our degradation time display, the bring your own badge pledge, and our free static window 
clings to the event, and also received free buttons from the non-profit organization, A Bag’s Life, to 
hand out to children. This event served as another opportunity to engage the public and inform 
them about the issue of plastic marine debris. 
 
Coastal Cleanups 

In addition to educating the public about plastic marine debris, our project aimed to involve 
the community in experiencing firsthand the local extent of the problem. We achieved this by 
organizing and leading two coastal cleanup events in Carteret County. The first occurred on March 
26th at Fort Macon State Park in Atlantic Beach. This cleanup was organized through a partnership 
with the Duke student chapter of The Coastal Society (TCS), who provided cleanup supplies for the 
event. This site was chosen because it is a popular beach visited by tourists and locals alike. 

The second cleanup took place April 9th at the Rachel Carson National Estuarine Research 

Reserve in Beaufort. This location was selected because of its status as a nationally protected area as 
well as its ecological importance. This cleanup was arranged through a partnership with Paula 
Gillikin, who works for the North Carolina Department of Environment and Natural Resources as 
site manager of the Reserve. She provided cleanup supplies and complimentary boat transportation 
to and from the Reserve for all participants, since it is located on a series of islands. We publicized 
the event with fliers that we posted in coffee shops, grocery stores, and the Beaufort public library, 
emails sent to the NOAA and Duke Marine Lab listserves, and an article in the Beaufort town 
newsletter. 

The items removed during both cleanups were categorized and quantified using data sheets 
from the Ocean Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup project (Appendix C). 
 
School Presentations 

Since we wanted to ensure that we involved students in our public awareness-building 
campaign, the formal education component of our project consisted of five, forty-five minute 
presentations on plastic marine debris given to kindergarten, middle school, and high school 
students in Carteret County schools. We spoke on the ecological hazards marine debris can cause, 

while also incorporating the human aspect of the issue into our discussion, so that the students 
understood the connection between choices they make and potential repercussions on the marine 
environment.  
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The first presentation in our series was for a kindergarten class from the Tiller School in 
Beaufort, which visited the Duke Marine Lab for a day to engage in an “Ocean Symposium.” We 
were led the discussion and activities for the segment on marine debris. The lesson consisted of 
several mini-lectures intermixed with fun activities related to the subject at hand. Since marine debris 

is a very broad topic, we decided to focus on the tangible and easily understood impacts that it has 
on marine wildlife - entanglement and ingestion - and what the students can do to prevent their 
trash from becoming marine debris. Please refer to Appendix D for our complete kindergarten 
lesson plan. 

Our subsequent presentations were for significantly older audiences, so we created a 
PowerPoint slide kit that we used for each class. We presented first to two earth and environment 
classes at Croatan High School in Newport, and then to two eighth-grade science classes at Beaufort 
Middle School in Beaufort. We were able to delve into many more aspects of the marine debris issue 

in these presentations, including: a discussion of the most common types of marine debris; how 
currents distribute marine debris; what garbage patches are and how they form; an overview of the 
Great Pacific Garbage Patch; a discussion of plastic marine debris and its potential toxic effects; the 
degradation times of various marine debris items; the wildlife impacts of marine debris, including 
ingestion, entanglement, invasive species transport, and sinking to the seafloor; and what students 
can do to prevent marine debris. Please refer to Appendix E or our complete PowerPoint 
presentation and our notes for the middle and high school lectures.  
 

Outer Banks and Carteret County Surveys 

We administered surveys in four counties to gain an understanding of the public perception 
of plastic bag bans. Before distributing the surveys, we obtained the required approval from the 
Duke University Institutional Review Board to conduct research on adult human subjects. 

The first survey was designed for residents of Currituck, Dare, and Hyde counties, where 
plastic bags are banned in coastal areas under Senate Bill 1018. It asked residents whether they 
supported the ban and to provide their comments on it (Appendix A). Our rationale for 
administering this survey was to obtain evidence for its continuance. We created the survey online 

using the free survey design website surveymonkey.com, and elicited respondents via mailings and 
internet outreach. 

In order to reach a sample of respondents that was as free from bias as possible, we 
randomly selected residents from the three Outer Banks counties to whom we mailed requests to 
take our survey. The request gave recipients information about our academic program and project, 
and provided a link that they could navigate to online to take our survey. We mailed 250 survey 
requests in total, and divided them among the counties as follows: 100 survey requests to Currituck 
County (population: 23,713) (United States Census Bureau(a) n.d.), 100 survey requests to Dare 

County (population: 33,976) (United States Census Bureau(b) n.d.), and 50 survey requests to Hyde 
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County (population: 5,256) (United States Census Bureau(c) n.d.). The letters were sent out on 
March 1st, and responses were collected online until April 19th. 

For Currituck and Dare Counties, we used comprehensive lists of street names and GIS 
mapping applications freely available on the county websites to make random selections of 

residences (Currituck County Government n.d.; Currituck County Government 2010; Dare County 
Government(a) n.d.; Dare County Government(b) n.d.). After generating a spreadsheet in Microsoft 
Excel with all street names in a given county listed in alphabetical order, we used a random sequence 
generator available online (random.com/sequences) to generate a list of 100 integers that we 
matched to row numbers of the spreadsheet. Each row corresponded to a unique street name in the 
county. We then located each street on the GIS map to determine the number of households, and 
used the random sequence generator again to select a house from the list of entries given by the 
mapping application. The metadata associated with the parcel listed first in the sequence was 

checked to ensure that the residence was permanent; we used the presence of an alternative primary 
billing address as indication that the home was a second residence. If we determined the house was a 
primary residence, we recorded the mailing address and mailed a survey request to the address. 
Otherwise, we repeated the household examination and selection procedure with the parcel 
corresponding to the following number in the sequence until we found one that had a permanent 
resident. If no permanent residents were located in a selected neighborhood, or if there were no 
households, we flagged it as invalid until all 100 entries were examined. Then, we repeated the initial 
sequence generation procedure and used the first numbers of the new sequence to identify alternate 

streets to find households. This procedure continued until we had secured 100 households in 
Currituck and Dare Counties to mail survey requests to. 

The Hyde County website did not include a list of street names or a GIS application, so we 
instead randomly selected households using the county white pages phone book, available online 
(TriCounty Online Directory n.d.). A random integer generator available online 
(random.org/integers) was used to stochastically select a page number within the book, and then 
again to randomly select an entry on the chosen page. We assumed that people listed in the phone 
book were permanent residents, and that their listed address was their mailing address, since there 

was no way for us to verify this. Replacement was allowed, so that each page number could appear 
in the generated integer strings multiple times. The letters containing survey requests were mailed via 
US Postal Service. 

We also used the internet to further spread the word about our Outer Banks survey. We 
contacted town managers and county officials to request that information about our survey be 
distributed to residents and/or displayed on the town website. After contacting town and county 
officials, news about our surveys was published on the Outer Banks Chamber of Commerce 
website, in the Outer Banks Voice, and several other websites focused on Outer Banks happenings. 

We had no control over who picked up the story and published the link to our survey; however, the 
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websites and blogs that did feature it were focused on activities and events in the Outer Banks and 
had no stated or apparent political leanings. 

Our Carteret County resident survey was also available online. We contacted town managers 
in Atlantic Beach, Beaufort, Cape Carteret, Emerald Isle, and Pine Knoll Shores, because these 

towns had websites that provided contact information. The managers agreed to advertise our survey 
using their town e-mail list, town newsletter, and/or town website. This survey asked respondents 
what type(s) of bags they used while shopping, whether they were aware of the Outer Banks plastic 
bag ban, and their opinions on a similar ban in Carteret County (Appendix B). This information 
helped us to understand whether expansion of the regulation to the remainder of the North Carolina 
coast would be feasible. 

Both surveys were designed so that they could be taken multiple times from the same IP 
address. This was done so that different members of the same household could provide their 

opinions and also so that public internet sources, such as library computers, could also be used 
multiple times to take the survey. Unfortunately, this prevents us from determining whether one 
person took a survey multiple times in an effort to make their opinion appear more common. 
However, the vast majority of survey responses were taken from different IP addresses and only a 
few had repeat uses. Of these, responses were recorded on different dates and at various times, and 
had a mixture of responses, suggesting that these IP addresses were not being used by the same 
person more than once.   

 

Policy Memo 

The final aspect of our project concerned Senate Bill 1018, known as the Outer Banks plastic 

bag ban. Originally, we proposed to research the ban’s formulation, contact senators who were 
instrumental to its passage, and use our survey results to propose an expansion of its jurisdiction to 
all of coastal North Carolina. However, because of the recent move to repeal the bag ban with 
Senate Bill 318, we chose to shift our focus to writing a policy memo that argued for the ban’s 
continuation, which we sent to all state senators. We cited the environmental and aesthetic 
improvements brought by the ban, as well as the level of citizen support for the ban in Currituck, 
Dare, and Hyde Counties as gathered from our Outer Banks survey in the memo. 

 

Results 
 

Aquarium Partnership 
Through our work with The Aquarium, we were able to interact with hundreds of Aquarium 

and Fort Macon visitors during the Party for the Planet and Crystal Coast Earth Day Festival, 
respectively. The “Bring Your Own Bag” pledge was signed by 73 people, who also took a static 
window cling for themselves, and some of them also took one for a family member or friend. 
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Coastal Cleanups 

The top ten items collected from each site are included in Table 1, along with the Ocean 
Conservancy’s top ten list, which is based on 25 years of global International Coastal Cleanup data 

(Ocean Conservancy 2011). Please see Appendix C for a complete itemization of what was collected 
at both sites. One observation to note is that all of the top ten items collected during our coastal 
cleanup events are made of synthetic materials, most of them plastic. 

The first cleanup involved nine volunteers who collected 673 pieces of debris from Fort 
Macon State Park over a two-hour period. Most debris items gathered at Fort Macon State Park 
were small and included a large proportion (29.87% of items) of shredded aluminum beverage cans. 
We speculate that this abundance of aluminum scrap was the result of recent dredging activity in the 
adjacent inlet. Subsequent nourishment of the beach may have shredded and transported aluminum 

cans from the bottom of the inlet onto the Fort Macon beach. 
The second cleanup event involved 27 volunteers who collected 1,739 pieces of debris from 

the Rachel Carson National Estuarine Research Reserve over a two-hour period. The most abundant 
debris type collected was cigarette butts (21.74% of items). 

 
Table 1: List of top ten debris items collected at beach cleanup events with comparison to Ocean 
Conservancy’s International Coastal Cleanup top ten over 25 years. Percentage of total for each item 
included in parentheses. 

Rank Fort Macon 
Cleanup 

 

Rachel Carson 
Reserve Cleanup 

 

Ocean 
Conservancy 

 

1 
 

Beverage cans 

(29.87) 

Cigarettes/cigarette 

filters (21.74) 

Cigarettes/cigarette 

filters (32) 

2 
Plastic fragments 

(15.75) 

Bags (plastic) 

(11.62) 

Food 

wrappers/containers 

(9) 

3 
Clothing, Shoes 

(7.58) 

Food 

wrappers/containers 

(9.14) Caps, lids (8) 

4 Bags (plastic) 

(5.05) 

Cups, plates, 

cutlery (7.48) 

Cups, plates, 

cutlery (6) 

5 Cigarettes/cigarette 

filters (4.46) 

Plastic fragments 

(7.42) 

Beverage bottles 

(plastic) (6) 

6 Food Beverage bottles Bags (plastic) (5) 
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wrappers/containers 

(4.46) 

(plastic) (6.44) 

7 
Fishing line (4.31) Buoys/floats (5.63) 

Beverage bottles 

(glass) (4) 

8 Rope (2.82) Foam (5.58) Beverage cans (4) 

9 Straws, stirrers 

(2.67) 

Beverage cans 

(4.20) Straws, stirrers (4) 

10 Cups, plates, 

cutlery (2.23) Caps, Lids (3.39) Rope (2) 

Total 
items 

collected 673 1739 166,144,420 

 
School Presentations 
 In total, we spoke to 115 students during our class presentation series. The kindergarten 
presentation was for a class of 16 students. Our two presentations at Croatan High School reached 

28 students in the first class and 23 students in the second class. The two Beaufort Middle School 
presentations were to classes of 24 students each. 
 The kindergarten students were very engaged and seemed to enjoy the activities we planned, 
especially the sea turtle craft. These activities were beneficial for promoting critical thinking and 
many students mentioned issues related to marine debris before we introduced them to the class. 
Overall, the students were responsive to our questions and freely offered their comments as well. 
The story and accompanying sock puppet that we used to explain the severity of marine debris 
wildlife entanglement were very effective at drawing the students in and highlighting the issue. After 

the class period, their teacher requested to keep our sample marine debris items to be used for a 
classroom display. 
 The middle and high school presentations, while much more lecture focused, still seemed to 
be interesting to the students. Many of them had not hard about garbage patches, but had a good 
understanding of what marine debris is, so our lecture was a good tool to expand their knowledge of 
the issue and its repercussions. Given our time constraints, we were unable to develop an interactive 
component to these presentations, but for future programs we would recommend a more interactive 
approach. Involving the students more in the learning process enables the instructor to understand 

how much information they are retaining as well as gauge their level of interest in the topic, which 
are important factors to shaping the way that the material is presented. 
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Outer Banks and Carteret County Surveys 

The Outer Banks survey asked respondents for their opinion on the bag ban, what type(s) of 
bag they use at the grocery store, and whether or not they are an employee or owner of a retail store 
operating in the Outer Banks. Of the 627 responses collected, 618 were complete and were 

analyzed. We found that 408 respondents (66%) support the ban, 201 respondents (32.5%) do not 
support the ban, and 9 respondents (1.5%) do not have an opinion (Figure 2). Additionally, we 
asked respondents which type(s) of shopping bag they routinely use, and allowed for multiple 
responses. We found that the majority of respondents used solely reusable bags (349 people, or 
56.5%), approximately one-fifth of respondents used solely paper bags (139 people, or 22.5%) or a 
combination of paper and reusable bags (115 people, or 18.6%), and small numbers of people used 
plastic bags (10 people, or 1.6%), whatever the store provides (4 people, or 0.6%), or a combination 
of paper and plastic (1 person, or 0.2%) (Figure 3). Lastly, of note, a majority (84 people, or 60.4%) 

of 139 respondents who own or work at retail stores in the Outer Banks are in support of the ban. 
This suggests that public support for the ban includes those who are arguably most economically 
impacted by it. 

Our survey of Outer Banks residents also asked respondents why they do or do not support 
the plastic bag ban, and provided an open-ended answer format. Although we asked for their 
primary reason, several respondents listed two or more reasons for their viewpoint. These answers 
were coded manually by theme, and the number of themes associated with each survey answer 
ranged from one to six. Of the 408 supporters of the ban, 371 had answers that were codable, and 

of the 201 against the ban, 173 answers were codable. This is because some respondents left this 
answer field blank on the survey.  

The most common theme for those in support of the ban was for ocean, environmental, 
and/or wildlife protection, which was mentioned 241 times, followed by a reduction in bag litter 
either on the landscape, on beaches, or both, which was mentioned 128 times (Figure 5). Other 
common answers included that the ban leads to less waste and more recycling (even though plastic 
bags are recyclable) (59 times), that the ban was not inconvenient and was a positive first step for the 
Outer Banks (49 times), and that the ban encourages behavioral changes (such as bringing one’s own 

bags to the store) or that it’s the “right” thing to do (46 times). Twenty-three respondents in favor 
stated that they would like to see the ban expanded to the rest of the Outer Banks, to all of North 
Carolina, or even to the entire country.  

Those against the ban expressed a wider range of answer themes, and the most common 
opinion was that a paper bag is not a good substitute for plastic (generally because it rips under too 
much weight or when it gets wet), which was mentioned 66 times (Figure 6). Also mentioned 
frequently were the increased economic costs associated with the ban (52 times), that plastic bags 
were reused for a variety of purposes, such as cleaning up after pets and lining trash bins (44 times), 

and that the ban is an example of too much government intervention (32 times). Interestingly, 26 
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people stated that the ban’s implementation area is too small, and that it should cover all of 
Currituck, Dare, and Hyde Counties, or even the entire state. Another notable result was that 22 
people stated that paper bags are not environmentally better than plastic ones, and the majority of 
them pointed to the trees that must be cut down to make paper. However, this is not the case, 

because Senate Bill 1018 requires that all paper bags distributed by retailers be composed of 100% 
recycled materials, so this is a case of misinformation.   

According to our Carteret County survey results, which yielded 127 responses, residents use 
various combinations of paper, plastic, and reusable shopping bags, with the majority (60 people, or 
47.2%) of respondents choosing solely plastic (Figure 7). When asked of their awareness of the 
current ban in the Outer Banks, over two-thirds (88 people, or 69%) of residents surveyed were 
unaware (Figure 5). Despite these figures, the results of the survey show that a large majority (61%) 
of respondents would support a similar ban in Carteret County, while 39% would not support such 

a ban and 10% have no opinion (Figure 8). 
 

 
Figure 2. Outer Banks survey respondents’ opinions on the plastic bag ban. 
 

408 (66%) 

201 (32.5%) 

9 (1.5%) 

Public Opinion on the Outer Banks Plastic Bag Ban 

I DO support the ban 

I DO NOT support the ban 

I have no opinion 
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Figure 3. Type(s) of shopping bag used by Outer Banks resident respondents. 
 

 
Figure 4. Type(s) of shopping bag used by Carteret County resident respondents. 
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Figure 5. Outer Banks survey open responses categorized by theme for those in support of 
the plastic bag ban. 
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Figure 6. Outer Banks survey open responses categorized by theme for those not in support 
of the plastic bag ban. 
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Figure 7. Carteret County residents’ awareness of the Outer Banks plastic bag ban. 
 

 

 
Figure 8. Level of support among Carteret County resident survey respondents for a plastic 
bag ban in Carteret County. 
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Policy Memo 

Our complete policy memo can be found in Appendix F. It was sent by email to all 50 

North Carolina senators. With this memo, we aimed to encourage senators to vote against Senate 
Bill 318, which would repeal the Outer Banks plastic bag ban as mandated by Senate Bill 1018. As of 
March 14th, 2011, Senate Bill 318 was referred to the Committee on Rules and Operations of the 
Senate. 
 

Discussion 

 
Aquarium Partnership 

Rationale For the Selected Venues 
 We opted to present our exhibit at the Aquarium as well as at Fort Macon to maximize our 
visibility to the general public. These events provided us with opportunities to informally educate 
groups of varying sizes, and we could also cater our short presentations to particular age groups and 
levels of interest in and awareness of the issue. Unlike our school presentations, visitors to our 
display at these events interacted with us on their terms; they decided how long to spend speaking 
with us, and they received only as much information from us as they requested. It is our hope that 
this tailored, personal interaction with individuals and families created a more meaningful and lasting 

impression on them. 
The Aquarium was selected as a venue for our exhibit because it experiences large numbers 

of visitors, both residents and tourists, on a year-round basis, but the visitation rate is especially high 
during the annual Party for the Planet. Visitation rates for informal learning institutions like 
museums and aquariums have risen substantially over the past half-century, to the point that visiting 
such institutions has become a common family activity (Falk & Dierkling 2000). In the 1960s, only 
10% of Americans frequently visited museums; however, by the end of the century, this proportion 
had leapt up to 60% (Lusaka & Strand 1997). Our presence at the Aquarium gave us the opportunity 

to speak with a variety of people of all ages who were likely already interested in the ocean and 
marine life. Given this level of interest, we sought to connect our topic of plastic marine debris to its 
effects on marine species that Aquarium visitors had likely observed earlier in the day, in order to 
have the most meaningful impact. 

In addition to their prior interest in science, visitors to museums and aquariums are also 
typically relatively well educated and wealthy, so as a group, they do not accurately represent the 
American population as a whole (Falk 1998). Schatz (2006) argues that museums do not sufficiently 
reach the public, and that it is the responsibility of these institutions to seek out other avenues for 

educating the public by bringing museum elements to people at community events. For these 
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reasons, we chose the Crystal Coast Earth Day Festival at Fort Macon as one of our outreach 
opportunities. While several visitors to our table had planned in advance to come to the festival, 
either because of their interest in the environment or because of the promise of free souvenirs and 
entertainment, many others were not aware that the event was occurring until they arrived at the 

state park, either to tour the Fort Macon museum or to spend time on the nearby beach. Therefore, 
we believe that we reached a mix of people, who were both aware and unaware of environmental 
issues, encompassed a wide demographic range, and included both local residents and visitors. 
 
Rationale For the Display Design 

We chose a three-part display because we wanted to not only highlight the extent of 
individual plastic bag consumption using Bagfoot, but to also tie in the effects of debris items, such 
as plastic bags, on the marine environment, as well as a simple solution to the problem. Showing the 

oceanic degradation times of common trash items was our way of illuminating the potential for 
environmental harm – items that remain in the marine environment for an extended period of time 
exhibit a greater potential to entangle or be ingested by a marine animal. We used the “Bring Your 
Own Bag” pledge to encourage visitors at our display to make a small behavioral change that would 
help mitigate some of these negative impacts on the marine environment. A further incentive to 
make this change was the complimentary static window cling that pledge signers received. 

When creating this display for the Aquarium and Fort Macon events, we kept in mind 
various museum exhibit design principles that have been described in the literature. Borun and 

Dritsas (1997) combined their own observational data with a review of relevant published studies to 
determine the most essential qualities for effective museum exhibits. These include that the exhibit 
allows for multiple simultaneous viewers; is applicable to people of all ages; stimulates group 
discussion; appeals to various knowledge levels; and is personally relevant (Borun & Dritsas 1997). 
Having several components to our display allowed for multiple viewers at once, and we were able to 
cater our presentation of the issue to various age groups and knowledge levels since we relied on 
oral transmission of information instead of printed placards. We found that both Bagfoot and our 
degradation time display fostered group discussion, as many of the parents who came with their 

children engaged them in a discussion of reusing and recycling items such as plastic bags and plastic 
bottles. Finally, the pledge and static window clings enabled us to make our topic personally relevant 
to our visitors, so they could walk away from our display with an understanding of how they not 
only contribute to the problem, but also how they could be a part of the solution. In this manner, we 
sought to create the most effective educational display possible, which would impart to all visitors an 
understanding of the issue of plastic bags and marine debris as well as connect environmental 
impacts with human actions. 
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Coastal Cleanups 

In addition to educating the public about the global problem of marine debris, we sought to 
involve members of the community in reducing the amount of marine and coastal debris found 
locally. According to Rees and Pond (1995), active involvement of the community in coastal 

management issues is important to successful management of the coastal zone, as it instills in 
participants a sense of environmental responsibility. Uneputty et al. (1998) have found that 
community involvement in beach cleanups has been effective in changing local behaviors, which has 
positive short-term impacts on the quality of the local environment.  

Involving members of the local community in our beach cleanup events has increased 
awareness of the local impacts of marine debris by allowing participants to see the problem 
firsthand. It is our hope that these events influenced participants to act as stewards of the local 
environment in the future and to encourage others to change their behaviors as well. 

Because of the positive effects that local beach cleanups can have, both on the physical 
environment and on participants’ behaviors, we recommend that citizens participate coastal cleanups 
in their communities. The Ocean Conservancy’s annual International Coastal Cleanup is one way for 
people across the globe to become involved in removing litter from their local beaches (Ocean 
Conservancy 2011). To facilitate widespread change and awareness building, people living or 
vacationing in coastal areas should consider joining cleanups like this and/or organizing coastal 
cleanups of their own and reach out to others to participate.  
 

School Presentations 

We thought it was important to present to students as part of this project because 
environmental education has been argued as essential in influencing people to change behaviors that 
are environmentally detrimental. Environmental education was first hailed as a crucial tool for 
accomplishing this goal at the 1972 United Nations conference on the Human Environment in 
Stockholm. During the conference, governments composed a declaration that claimed, “education in 
environmental matters” was key to attaining “an enlightened opinion and responsible conduct by 
individuals, enterprises and communities in protecting and improving the environment in its full 

human dimension” (United Nations 1972). Since this conference, much has been published in the 
literature about the objectives and components of environmental education. One of the earliest and 
most formative papers listed the following goals: a working knowledge of environmental issues; 
specific knowledge of approaches to address those issues; the ability to make appropriate decisions; 
and possession of certain affective qualities (attitudes) that make people care about and pay more 
attention to environmental conditions” (Hines et al. 1986). We kept these goals in mind when 
preparing and giving our school presentations, in order to be as effective as possible in giving 
students the information they needed to understand how their actions affect the marine 

environment. 
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Kindergarten 

We chose to present to a kindergarten class to test how well five-year-old children could 
grasp basic concepts related to marine debris, some of the wildlife impacts it causes, and the role 
humans play in introducing litter to the marine environment. The literature on teaching kindergarten 

children about the environment is scarce; this dearth of publications may indicate that 
environmental issues are infrequently taught at this level (Bryant & Hungerford 1977). Bryant and 
Hungerford (1977) argue for the inclusion of environmental teaching at the kindergarten level, as 
they have found that kindergarten students are able to grasp basic environmental concepts and 
mentally connect environmental problems to their own choices and actions. 

Not only are kindergarten children able to understand basic environmental ideas, but they 
are also arguably of the optimal age to begin education on environmental appreciation and 
stewardship. Author Rachel Carson contends in her 1962 book, Silent Spring, “The years of early 

childhood are time to prepare the soil. Once the emotions have been aroused – a sense of the 
beautiful, the excitement of the new, a feeling of sympathy, pity, admiration, or love – then we wish 
for knowledge about the object of our emotional response. Once found, it has lasting meaning” 
(Carson 1962). Indeed, we believe that the youngest students are the best ones to begin with 
environmental education, as it is our hope that they will maintain these ecological values developed 
at a young age for the rest of their lives. 

In the Bryant and Hungerford (1977) study, the authors asked kindergarten children who 
had recently been taught an environmental module what actions they could take to lessen their 

environmental impacts, as well as what actions other people (i.e., adults) could take. Interestingly, 
the children consistently gave separate answers to the two questions, indicating that they understood 
the difference between options available to them and the choices that adults could make to protect 
the environment. This result demonstrates the students’ cognitive ability to separate environmentally 
beneficial actions into those that were realistic for them versus those that were realistic for adults. In 
our kindergarten presentation, we attempted to employ the same tack with the students, and to 
facilitate their thinking about ways to reduce marine debris. We offered a few solutions to them and 
many of the students voluntarily commented on these options, as well as voiced other ideas they 

had. 
We recommend that kindergarten teachers incorporate basic environmental topics into their 

lesson plans, as we found the students we taught to be interested in the material, as well as fully able 
to comprehend the subject matter. With respect to marine environmental issues, we argue that 
marine debris is a good choice of subjects because, unlike ocean acidification or climate change, it is 
an issue that is simple to understand, has visible impacts on marine species, and can be easily related 
back to human actions. Solutions to the problem are within the reach of kindergarten children; they 
can properly dispose of litter, participate in beach cleanups, and recycle at home, as well as speak to 
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their families and friends about these simple actions. Therefore, marine debris is a valuable 
introductory topic when educating kindergarten students on environmental and ocean-related issues. 
 

Middle and High School 

The other four classrooms we presented in were at the middle school (two eighth-grade 
science classes) and high school (two earth and environment classes) levels. These presentations 
were much more broad in scope, and we lectured using PowerPoint. Our slide kit was appropriate 
for both age levels, as most of the high school students were in their first or second year of 
secondary education, and so the age difference between the classes was not significant. We were sure 
to include opportunities for the students to participate by posing questions at various points during 
the presentations. We found in all cases that encouraging the students to participate was key to 
ensuring that they were paying attention and grasping the material, as well as to gauge their level of 

previous awareness and understanding of topics we planned to cover. Given our time constraints, 
we were unable to develop activities to complement the lecture, but for future programs we would 
recommend including them. 

Venkataraman (2008) argues that environmental education curricula must underscore the 
effects of human consumption behaviors. Once educators have established the connection between 
consumer choices and tangible environmental harm, a greater sense of responsibility for one’s 
actions and stewardship for the environment will follow (Venkataraman 2008). Since middle and 
high school students are beginning to make their own purchasing decisions, we decided to present 

to these groups so to inform them of marine debris and how they can make simple choices that keep 
the environment in mind. We recommend that all elementary and secondary schools incorporate 
environmental and sustainability topics into their curricula, so as to increase students’ awareness of 
how their actions impact the environment, as well as to influence them to make sustainable choices 
as they develop into the main consumers of tomorrow. 
 

Outer Banks and Carteret County Surveys 

 Our survey results are discussed in our policy memo, which can be found in Appendix F. 

 
Policy Memo 

 Please refer to Appendix F for our complete policy memo. 
 

Conclusion 

 

 Our goal for this project was to understand the ways in which people can be influenced to 
make environmentally conscious choices regarding plastic bag use, and we researched and utilized 

both voluntary and mandatory means of accomplishing this objective. The bottom-up component 
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of our approach involved both informal and formal education opportunities, which were each 
valuable means of engaging the public and influencing behavior. We hope that through this multi-
faceted approach, we reached a wide demographic range of coastal North Carolinians and have 
successfully introduced them to the problem of plastic marine debris. Additionally, we hope that we 

increased public understanding of how the environmental impacts of plastic in the ocean are related 
to everyday consumption and trash disposal choices, and have provided our target audience with 
tangible and feasible solutions to reduce individual impacts. We are hoping that the positive 
influence we have had on the behavior of coastal North Carolina residents will have a ripple effect, 
so that the Outer Banks plastic bag ban will remain in place and will ultimately be expanded to all of 
coastal North Carolina. Widespread adoption of the voluntary behavioral changes we advocated, 
combined with the permanence of strong policy that reduces plastic waste generation, will have a 
lasting impact on the community and the local environment. 
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Appendix C. Itemized Coastal Cleanup Results 
 
Item Mar 26 Count Apr 9 Count Comments 
6 pack holders 0 1  
adhesive tape 0 5  
aerosol can 0 2  

Bags (plastic) 34 202 

April 9: found in 
masses along 
shore 

bait 
containers/packaging 0 2  
Balloons 2 18  
Bandaid 2 0  
batteries 0 1  
Beverage bottles 
(glass) 2 50  
Beverage bottles 13 112  
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(plastic)  

Beverage cans 201 73 

March 26: found 
many small, 
shredded pieces. 
Possibly due to 
dredging activity 

bleach/cleaner 
bottles 0 7  
Boat components 4 0  
building materials 9 44  
Buoys/floats 7 98  
Caps, Lids 15 59  
Cardboard 1 0  
Ceramic 1 0  
chapstick 0 2  
Charcoal 1 0  
cigar tips 0 10  
cigarette lighters 0 9  
Cigarettes/cigarette 
filters 32 378  
Clothing, Shoes 51 12  
condoms 0 1  
Cups, plates, cutlery 15 130  
dog dish 0 1  
fencing 0 1  
fiberglass 0 4  
Fishing line 29 6  
Fishing lures/light 
sticks 5 4  
Fishing nets 2 2  
Fishing pole (piece) 4 1  
flower pot 0 1  
Foam 8 97  
Food 
wrappers/containers 30 159  
Glass 1 9  
glass medicine bottle 0 2  
Hair/rubber band 3 0  
hose 0 1  
large plastic piping 0 1  
life jacket 0 1  
light bulbs/tubes 0 1  
line weight 0 1  
makeup compact 0 1  
oil/lube bottles 0 8  
Other 0 5  
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Paper 
towel/napkin/tissue 3 10  
pen 0 1  
Plastic fragments 106 129  
Plastic mesh 2 0  
Plastic 
sheeting/tarps 10 5  
Pull tabs 1 1  
road tar 0 1  
Rope 19 40  
Rubber piece 8 0  
shotgun 
shells/wadding 0 3  
Strapping bands 4 1  
Straws, stirrers 18 6  
Sunglasses/goggles 3 0  
Tires (piece) 12 4  
tobacco 
packaging/wrappers 0 3  
Total # items 673 1739  
Toys 10 12  
trash can 0 1  
Twine/ribbon 3 0  
Wire 2 0  
# Participants 8 27  
 
 
Appendix D. Kindergarten Presentation and Activity Notes 
1. Presentation (5 min) 

Marine debris is what we call trash that finds its way into the ocean. It can get there by 
accident, such as being blown out of a trash can by the wind, or can be put there by people who 
throw their garbage on the ground or in the water, which is called littering. Lots and lots of garbage 
finds its way into our oceans, rivers and streams each year. The most common types of marine 
debris are plastic, glass, rubber, metal, paper, wood, and cloth. 

We create more and more trash every day, and some of that trash will become marine debris. 
It takes a long time for marine debris to break down, and with so much trash produced all over the 
world, it starts to add up. In some areas of the ocean, there is so much marine debris that it makes a 
kind of “trash soup.” These areas are called Garbage Patches and they are growing bigger every day. 

Marine debris comes from people like you and me, from people who fish and play on the 
water and from big ships on the ocean. A lot of the marine debris is made up of plastic items, such 
as bottles, shopping bags, and fishing line. Plastic in the ocean is dangerous to wildlife because it 
lasts a long time, and floats on top of the water where a lot of animals spend time.  
 
 
2. Sea turtle construction and coloring (15 min) 
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Sea turtles need to come to the surface in order to breathe. When they do, they might 
encounter some floating plastic. There are seven different types of sea turtles in the world, and five 
can be found in waters around North Carolina. We are going to do a little sea turtle activity, but first 
we need to make our own sea turtle friends!  You can color your sea turtle how ever you like, but we 
brought some pictures of sea turtles if you wanted to see what they look like. 

First, take a paper plate and decorate it any way you want using the crayons at your table. 
This will be your sea turtle’s shell. Then, use a glue stick to attach the head to the paper plate “shell.” 
Next, attach the two front flippers. Then, attach the two back flippers. You’ve got your very own 
paper plate sea turtle! 
 
3. Entanglement activity (10 min) 

Marine animals can accidentally become tangled up in a piece of marine debris when they are 
swimming around and don’t notice it, or because they are curious and play with it. Just like us, many 
marine animals like to play, and they might think that a piece of fishing line or a plastic bottle is a 
toy. This is dangerous for the animals because once they are tangled, it becomes hard for them to 
move, find food, and escape from other animals that want to eat them. 

At each of your tables, there is an item that is commonly found in our oceans as marine 
debris (items: balloon attached to a ribbon, monofilament fishing line, plastic bag, rubber band). 
Talk with your table group about what the item is, how it might end up in the ocean, and how your 
paper plate turtle could get entangled in it. Now we would like a volunteer or two from each table 
group to show their item to the rest of the class and explain how it could be dangerous to their sea 
turtle. 
 
4. Ingestion discussion (5 min) 

Ingestion of marine debris means that an animal eats it by accident. This is because some 
types of trash look like an animal’s favorite food. For example, sea turtles love to eat jellyfish. Which 
of these items looks the most like a jellyfish to you? <plastic bag> If an animal eats trash, the trash 
usually gets stuck in the animal’s stomach and makes it feel full, when it really isn’t. This can make 
the animal feel sick or weak, and you all know how tough it can be to do everyday things when you 
don’t feel well! 

These are some types of marine debris that ocean animals, like sea turtles, whales, and seals, 
eat by accident (show items to students: bottle cap, plastic fragment, plastic cutlery, plastic bottle, 
can tab, plastic bag, drinking straw). We all know that they are not food, but the animals can’t always 
tell. It’s our responsibility to make sure these items stay out of our oceans. What types of animals 
might eat these things if they were floating in the ocean?  

 
5. Story - Henry the Heron (5 min) 
 This story was taken from the Virginia Department of Environmental Quality website (available for free 
download at: www.deq.state.va.us/education/pdf/polsol.pdf) and was slightly adapted to better suit a kindergarten 
audience. Cassandra read the story aloud to the students, while Sarah acted out Henry’s motions and spoke his lines 
with a homemade sock puppet as a visual aid. 

Henry is a heron. He likes to hang out in the wetlands. He often stands as still a statue and 
waits for fish to swim by so he can grab a quick snack. Henry is a very curious heron and always 
explores the nooks and crannies of the wetlands he visits. One day Henry saw something stuck in 
the grass near the edge of the water. “I wonder what that could be?,” he thought excitedly as he 
went closer. “Oh, it’s only a soda can,” he sighed. “Another piece of trash left by a lazy person. I 
don’t know why people can’t be neater!!” Just as he was about to wade away, Henry saw a fish 
skimming through the water. He did exactly what comes naturally to herons. His head went down 
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and he came up with the fish in his beak. “Yum!,” he said as he swallowed the tasty fish. “I love 
good food.” Then Henry noticed he had caught more than just a snack. The fish had gone beneath a 
plastic six-pack ring and as Henry had reached to get it, his head had gone through the ring. It was 
stuck on his long neck! 

Henry shook, he wiggled, he rubbed against the grass, he stuck his head into the water ... but 
nothing he did would remove the plastic ring. “This is terrible!” Henry thought. Henry tried one 
more time to free himself, but no luck. Morning dawned and Henry tried to stretched, but couldn’t 
reach his long neck out. The plastic ring pulled and squeezed his neck, and made it very hard for 
Henry to breathe. Then some park visitors saw Henry. They chased him, trying to catch him. We 
know they just wanted to help Henry, but all Henry knew was that he was scared and wanted to get 
away. He wished he could disappear. He flew away and landed in a nearby clearing. 

After a while Henry got hungry and came out to the middle of the wetland. He tried to catch 
some fish but the plastic ring kept getting in the way or it moved, and scared the fish away. How 
could he catch some fish? Henry flew to the shore, still hungry. When he got there he was again 
chased by people. This time, the people were in uniforms. The next day Henry was tired, hungry, 
and terribly discouraged. He went over to the other herons. They also chased him away, saying 
things like “You’re scaring all the fish away. You’re making people chase us. You look silly with that 
plastic ring thing around your neck!” “I didn’t get it stuck on myself on purpose,” Henry said. “I 
tried to get it off.” But the herons just flapped their long wings and left Henry. One of them even 
pecked at Henry, and you know that had to hurt! 

Henry was resting quietly in a cove of reeds when suddenly he was covered with a net. He 
flapped and struggled but he couldn’t get away. When hands reached for him, he snapped at them 
with his beak. The people wouldn’t give up. They finally got a good hold on Henry and tried to calm 
him. They held his neck very still and clipped the plastic ring and then pulled it off. When they 
released Henry he flapped his wings and flew across the wetland. Once he had calmed down, he 
realized the people had helped him and had removed the plastic ring. “Yes,” he said. “I can eat 
again! I can drink!” and he dipped his head into the water and caught a delicious fish!  

There are some simple steps that we can take to make sure that what happened to Henry 
doesn’t happen to other herons in real life. 
 
6. What can the students do? (5 min) 

To help with the problem of marine debris, the most important thing you can do is make 
sure your trash is thrown away properly. This means that if you are outside, especially at the beach 
or on a boat, make sure you don’t leave wrappers or other trash items out so that they can blow 
away or be accidentally eaten by a seagull. When you leave the beach, make sure to collect all the 
things you brought with you and throw away all your trash in a bin that has a cover, so it can’t blow 
out of it and into the ocean. 

Recycling is one way we can decrease the amount of trash that we throw away in the first 
place. Who here can tell me what recycling is? Recycling is a process that makes things we don’t 
want anymore, like used cans, drink bottles, and paper, into new things. All of you have a green 
recycling bin at home that you can fill with these things and then leave out with your trash to be 
picked up. So once you finish drinking a soda or reading the comics from the Sunday newspaper, tell 
your parents you want to recycle these things! Other things can be reused, which means that you can 
use them more than once to reduce how much trash you throw away. Reusable grocery bags, 
lunchboxes, and water bottles are some examples of things you can use. 

We can also help by picking up trash that gets left behind by other people on the beach. Has 
anyone here ever helped out with a beach cleanup? This is a fun way for you, your family and friends 
to help keep the beaches you love clean and the animals safe and healthy. There is one happening 
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next weekend that we will be leading, so if you want to help out with it, ask your teacher for more 
information! 
 
Appendix E. Middle- and High-School PowerPoint Slide Kit with Presentation Notes (on 
the following page). 
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Let’s start off with the basics: What is marine 
debris? Can anyone here provide a definition? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Here’s the official definition of marine debris, which 
was written by the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration, also known as 
NOAA. That’s the government agency in charge of 
the United States’ water and atmosphere, and so 
they do monitoring, reporting, and improvement 
projects. They say that marine debris is: “Any 
persistent (which means long-lasting) solid material 
that is manufactured or processed and directly or 
indirectly, intentionally or unintentionally, disposed 
of or abandoned into the marine environment or 
the Great Lakes.” 
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Even though any type of human-made product that 
enters our oceans is considered marine debris, there 
are certain items that are much more common than 
others. We have a list of the top ten items that are 
found on beach cleanups around the world. Beach 
cleanups are a good way to get an idea of what 
people are littering on the coast, as well as what is 
being washed up onto beaches from littering at sea 
or in other coastal areas. 
 
Does anyone here have a guess as to the number 
one trash item found on beaches around the world? 
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The number one item is: Cigarettes and cigarette 
filters. Almost one-third of debris items cleaned off 
of beaches are cigarettes or cigarette filters, so that 
means that for every three items picked up, one is a 
cigarette. Even though cigarette butts might appear 
to be made of just paper, the filter part actually has 
plastic inside, so it doesn’t easily break down like 
you may think. These ten items combined equal 
80% of all debris items that have been recorded 
over the past 25 years, which means that about one 
in five items picked up during cleanups is not listed 
here. So, as you can see, there is a pretty diverse 
array of items that are found as beach litter, many of 
them plastic. Plastic is a product made of petroleum, 
or fossil fuel, which means it is a non-renewable 
resource. It’s also important to note that several of 
the items on our top ten list are recyclable, such as 
glass bottles, beverage cans, and plastic bottles, so 
these shouldn’t be thrown away in the first place. 
 
Beaches full of trash occur literally on every coast of 
the world. In the US, we see debris accumulating on 
our mainland coasts, in places such as Los Angeles 
<click>, as well as in the middle of the Pacific 
Ocean, on the Hawaiian islands <click>. Most of 
this debris is related to fishing. We also see beach 
debris on islands in the Caribbean <click>, in 
Western Europe <click> and in Northern Europe 
<click>. In Japan <click> and in Southeast Asia 
<click>. In Australia <click> and in eastern Africa 
<click>. And even in places where we don’t live, 
like Antarctica <click>. So this is a problem shared 
by all people, regardless of where we live, because 
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even people in landlocked countries can contribute 
to marine debris by littering. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
So this begs the question: if nobody lives on 
Antarctica, how is our trash getting there? <let 
students answer> It travels to distant places thanks 
to currents. These currents are controlled by 
temperature. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Ocean circulation patterns are controlled by the way 
that sunlight hits the Earth’s surface. As you know, 
it’s warmer in the tropics, around the equator, than 
it is near the poles, because sunlight hitting the 
equator is more direct and concentrated than 
sunlight hitting high latitudes. This diagram shows 
how sunlight in the tropics hits the earth straight on 
<click>. But sunlight near the poles hits the earth at 
an angle, and the rays are spread over a larger area 
because the Earth’s surface is curved. <click> This 
explains why the Earth is warmer near the equator 
and colder at the poles. 
 
 
 
 
Since heat rises, the warm, moist air at the equator 
rises and the cold, dry air at the poles sinks. These 
air movements occur in a circular fashion, creating 
what are known as “convection cells,” also known 
as “Hadley cells.” This is why we have the reliable 
wind patterns shown here. 
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Wind is the primary driver of ocean currents and 
circulation patterns. Here is a map of the world’s 
major ocean surface currents. Large areas of the 
ocean where water moves in a predominately 
circular fashion are called gyres. There are five major 
oceanic gyres in the world: the North Pacific gyre 
<point>, the South Pacific gyre <point>; the North 
Atlantic gyre <point>; the South Atlantic gyre 
<point>; and the Indian Ocean gyre <point>. 
Waters in the middle of the gyres are calm. Since the 
water in these gyres moves in a circle, like a flushing 
toilet, and the middle of the gyres don’t have much 
movement, marine debris that gets carried into one 
of them gets trapped, possibly for years at a time. 
Let’s zoom in to the North Pacific gyre. 
 
This is the North Pacific Gyre, which occurs in the 
North Pacific Ocean around Hawaii. You can see 
the West Coast of the US on the right side <point>, 
and the East Coast of Japan on the left side of this 
image <point>, and the Hawaiian islands are pretty 
much right in the middle, inside this box <point>. 
So this is that circular water movement pattern I 
was just talking about, and you can see here on the 
map that there is something called the “convergence 
zone” <point>. This is where trash in the ocean has 
been collecting over many years, and it comes from 
ships traveling across the Pacific, as well as from 
litter on the coasts of the US and Japan, among 
other places. I’m going to show you a model of how 
trash from these two coastlines gets to the middle of 
the Pacific Ocean in these next few slides. 
 
This is from a study done by scientists at the 
National Marine Fisheries Service in Seattle, 
Washington. They used a program called OSCURS, 
the Ocean Surface Current Simulator, to model how 
debris items that begin on the coasts of Japan and 
the West Coast of the US and Canada would be 
moved by the currents of the Pacific Ocean. They 
selected 8 locations in Japan <point to red circles>, 
and 11 locations along the US and Canada <point to 
blue squares>. Here is the model at 0 years. 
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After 6 months, the simulated debris has already 
dispersed away from Japan and has migrated up and 
down the West Coast of North America. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
One year later... 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
After three years, the blue and red points are 
beginning to cross paths. 
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And after 10 years, the simulated pieces of debris 
have traveled all across the North Pacific Ocean, are 
mixed in with one another, and have reached the 
opposite coastlines. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Finally, after 20 years, you can see that most of the 
debris that started out in Japan is in the Eastern 
Pacific Ocean <click>, while most of the trash that 
started on the West Coast of the US and Canada is 
now in the Western Pacific Ocean <click>! You can 
see that there are clear spots where the debris is 
collecting, which has led to people calling this area 
of the North Pacific Ocean the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch. Has anyone here heard of garbage 
patches? There are a few misconceptions about 
what they are, so we’re going to talk about some of 
the myths and realities behind garbage patches now. 
 
 
What garbage patches ARE <read slide> 
What garbage patches AREN’T: 
-Islands of trash you could walk on. Garbage 
patches are more like “trash soup” than solid 
islands, and there are some parts within a garbage 
patch that have a lot more debris than others 
- visible in satellite photos. This is because the trash 
in garbage patches is always breaking down into 
smaller and smaller pieces, and so most of the debris 
is less than five millimeters long (which is less than a 
quarter of an inch!), and also because most of the 
debris is neutrally buoyant, which means it is 
floating right below the ocean’s surface. 
- twice the size of Texas. While the area of trash 
accumulation could be this big, it is impossible to 
measure the precise size of a garbage patch because 
it is always shifting around. It is also difficult to 
make the cutoff between what is considered “in” a 
garbage patch and what is considered “out” of it, 
because there is floating debris everywhere in our 
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oceans. 
- easy to clean up. I’ll talk about this more later 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
What would we expect to find in the Great Pacific 
Garbage Patch, or the GPGP? The most common 
types of plastic found in the GPGP are thin films 
used to make sandwich bags and plastic wrap, and 
fragments of polypropylene and monofilament 
fishing lines. Resin pellets, also known as “nurdles” 
or “mermaid tears,” ranging between one and five 
millimeters in diameter are also a major component. 
These are the source material for plastic products, 
and are melted down by factories all over the world 
to make the plastic goods we use. Spills often occur 
along the way from production facilities to 
manufacturing plants, which allow many pellets to 
flow into waterways and out to sea. 
 
 
As I mentioned, the Great Pacific Garbage Patch is 
composed mostly of plastic. But just how much? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
It is estimated that each square mile of ocean 
surface contains an average of 46,000 plastic pieces. 
Samples taken within the gyre showed a mean 
concentration of 865,758 plastic pieces per square 
mile and show plastic:plankton ratios of 6:1 by mass. 
This means there is 6 times as much plastic as there 
is plankton, a very important part of the ocean food 
chain. Marine debris is comprised primarily of 
degraded plastic pieces and that plastic constitutes 
between 60% and 80% by mass of all marine debris 
globally. 
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So that begs the question: why is so much of marine 
debris made up of plastic? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The answer has something to do with how plastic 
breaks down in the environment. Based on research 
to date, most commonly used plastics do not ever 
fully “go away,” but rather break down into very 
tiny pieces, sometimes referred to as microplastics. 
The breakdown of plastics is caused by a 
combination of three processes: photodegradation, 
mechanical, and chemical breakdown. 
Photodegradation is the breaking down into smaller 
and smaller pieces due to exposure the sun. When in 
water, plastic may not get direct sunlight exposure; 
therefore breakdown due to photodegradation can 
happen much more slowly than in a landfill. 
Mechanical breakdown occurs from exposure to 
waves and chemical breakdown occurs from 
exposure to salt water. Because it is so versatile, we 
use a lot of plastic. Although plastics break down 
into smaller and smaller pieces, they still remain in 
our environment, so almost every piece of plastic 
ever created still exists somewhere in the world. 
 
Now we’re going to play a little game: “Guess that 
degradation time!” I’ll show some common marine 
debris items and see if you can guess how long it 
would take to break down in the ocean. 
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First up: the plastic bottle. Answer: 450 years. In 
2008, 2.5 million tons of plastic bottles were 
disposed of in the United States alone.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Remember, cigarettes are the number one item 
removed from beaches. 1-5 years 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2-6 weeks, which doesn’t sound like a long time, but 
consider that more than 24 billion newspapers are 
published in just the US each year. 
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80-200 years but a can that is recycled can be back 
on the shelf in 60 days! 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
600 years! And as we will talk about later, 
monofilament can be very harmful to wildlife. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
450 years, and in the US we use an estimated 27.4 
billion diapers per year! 
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1-3 years 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
50 years, and in the US we throw away an estimated 
25 billion Styrofoam cups every year.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plastic shopping bag. Every year, Americans use 
approximately 1 billion shopping bags. And each 
one takes 500+ years to degrade. 
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As I mentioned, although plastics break down over a very long 
time, they do not disappear entirely. The result is what we call 
‘microplastics’; tiny fragments of plastic between 0.3 and 5 
millimeters (for a size reference, 0.3 mm is the width of 2 
human hairs laid side by side). There are two categories of 
microplastics: 
1)Primary microplastics start out small. Examples include pre-
production pellets, or nurdles (pictured here) and plastic 
spheres found in things like scrubbing face washes. 
2) Secondary microplastics are formed from the breakdown of 
larger plastic material. Pictured here is a sample collected from 
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch and represents the “trash 
soup of trash” that it is composed of. 
 
 
 
So if plastic breaks down into such small pieces, why care 
about microplastics? For one thing, as plastics break down in 
water, they release a number of chemical pollutants into the 
environment. These chemicals are added to plastics during 
production of plastic products to give them certain properties 
(such as hardness/flexibility). Not only that, but plastics have 
the ability to absorb and carry other pollutants found in the 
water (such as pesticides and other persistent organic 
pollutants). These pollutants find their way into the ocean by 
being washed off of farm fields by rain. when they encounter 
plastics, they can be absorbed and concentrated at much 
higher levels than they can in water. Now imagine if a piece of 
plastic containing high levels of pollutant were eaten by a fish. 
In this case, the plastic piece loaded with toxic chemicals can 
act as a “poison pill” to any animal that eats it. It is likely that 
those contaminants could be released from the plastic into the 
tissues of the fish, where it collects over time and can cause 
harm. This process of pollutants collecting in the bodies of 
organisms is called bioaccumulation. 
 
Related to bioaccumulation is the phenomenon of 
biomagnification. Starting at the bottom of this figure, imagine 
the blue dots to be pollutants in the body of the organism 
pictured next to it. If a population of shrimp were to each 
consume a number of plastic pieces contaminated with high 
levels of pollutants, those pollutants could collect in its body 
over time (bioaccumulation). The pollutants would be 
transferred to the fish that eat the shrimp. But pollutant levels 
found in predators are higher than levels in their prey because 
each predator has to eat a lot of prey to survive. This results in 
toxic chemicals occurring in the highest levels in large 
predators like the polar bear pictured here. But also at the top 
of almost every food chain are humans. For example, the Inuit 
people of Greenland eat seals as a main source of protein. It 
has been found that levels of pollutants in Inuit babies is 20 to 
50 times higher than in babies born in the US. We in the US 
are not immune to biomagnification either: since we consume 
large amounts of fish (often large, predatory fish like tuna), 
pollutants such as mercury can collect in our bodies. It is also 
possible that pollutants from plastics can collect as well. 
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As plastic pieces become smaller, the number of animals that 
could accidentally consume them becomes larger. Plastic 
fragments are ingested by marine animals at almost every level of 
the food chain, from the single-celled zooplankton that float 
throughout the gyre to the predatory seabirds that mistake plastic 
pellets for fish eggs. Because plastic is highly resistant to 
breakdown, animals are unable to digest pieces they eat, and so 
the pieces either remain in the animal’s stomach, pass through the 
animal unchanged, or become assimilated into the animal’s fat 
tissues, if they are small enough. Seabirds in particular often 
mistake plastic fragments and resin pellets for fish eggs. Plastic 
consumption can cause damage by puncturing the bird’s stomach 
or blocking its esophagus, or can give it a sense of being full, 
which leads to death by starvation, since plastic doesn’t have any 
nutrients in it. Pictured here is a Green sea turtle. All of these 
plastic pieces pictured above the turtle were found in the digestive 
system of a Green turtle that was accidentally caught off the coast 
of Argentina. Another species that is known to accidentally eat a 
lot of plastic is the Laysan albatross. These seabirds live on small 
islands of Hawaii, and the adults eat fish eggs, squids, and other 
food from the ocean. Unfortunately, they live and forage close to 
the Great Pacific Garbage Patch, and so they accidentally 
consume a lot of plastic too. The parents often feed their chicks 
plastic, not realizing it isn’t actual food. This has led to a large 
number of chicks dying each year before they even learn to fly. 
This chick has a lot of plastic in its stomach; you can see a lighter 
here <point> and a bottle cap here <point>. As we said a few 
minutes ago, all this plastic in an animal’s stomach makes it feel 
like it is full, when really it is only full of plastic. If these birds die, 
this plastic won’t break down and becomes available to be 
possibly eaten again by another animal. 
 
Entanglement is another common problem that marine debris can 
cause for wildlife. Fishing nets, lines, and ropes are especially 
dangerous to marine animals, as it can get tangled around their 
necks, flippers, wings, or feet. This makes it difficult to move, find 
food, and avoid predators, so their everyday activities become a 
lot harder. This is a picture of a small penguin that has become 
trapped in some fishing net on the beach. Seals also get caught in 
marine debris a lot, because they are curious about what it is and 
don’t know it is harmful. If a young seal gets some fishing line 
wrapped around its neck, for example, as it grows older the line 
will become tighter and tighter, creating deep cuts in the animal’s 
neck that could lead to infection or death by strangling. 
 
Another issue that marine debris can cause is the transportation of 
invasive marine species. Can anyone tell me what an invasive 
species is? An invasive species is any plant or animal that enters a 
new location where it is not native. In the ocean, invasive species 
have been traveling on the bottoms of ships for a long time, but 
now that there is so much debris in our oceans, this has provided 
a new way for species to hitchhike across oceans. Now, the 
opportunities for invasive species to be moved to new areas is 
twice as high as it used to be. Here we see a bottle cap with a tiny 
crab hanging onto it <point>, and a rope with many animals 
attached to it <point>. When an animal or plant attaches itself to 
a piece of marine debris, or to a ship, this is called “fouling.” 
Biotic mixing, or the transport of species out of their native areas, 
can cause serious changes in local food webs if they compete with 
native species for the same food source, for example, and 
eventually even lead to the extinction of native species. Over time, 
biotic mixing could possibly reduce marine species diversity (the 
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number of different species) by up to 58%! 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Over two-thirds of plastic marine debris eventually 
sinks to the seafloor. This happens either because as 
the plastic breaks down, it becomes heavier than 
water, or fouling, which we just talked about, weighs 
it down. We still don’t fully understand all the 
negative impacts that all this plastic on the seafloor 
could have, because much of the seafloor is still 
unexplored, and it’s very deep so it takes some high-
tech equipment to observe it. But, some researchers 
think that plastic on the seafloor may smother some 
species that live on the bottom or in the sand, so 
they won’t have access to the oxygen or nutrients in 
the water that they depend on to survive. Also, 
plastic on the seafloor might also affect the ocean’s 
ability to store carbon dioxide, which is important 
for all life on Earth. 
 
We’ve talked about all of the problems associated 
with marine debris, so you might be wondering: 
“What can we do to solve the marine debris 
problem?” 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
How about we just clean up the garbage patches? 
This may sound like the most obvious answer, but it 
is a lot harder than it sounds. There is no huge net 
or ocean vacuum cleaner that we can use to pick up 
all the plastic floating in the water. But even if there 
were, it would be extremely difficult to separate 
living organisms from debris. Also, the garbage 
patches occur in the middle of large oceans, which 
makes them extremely difficult to reach and also out 
of the control of any one country. Since they occur 
in international waters, it is hard to determine who 
has the authority/responsibility to clean them up. 
Who should pay to clean up the garbage patches? 
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How about we just collect all the plastic and make it 
into a tropical vacation destination? Believe it or 
not, this was proposed by a Dutch architect! Yeah, I 
don’t think that will work either… Research is still 
being done to think of ways to clean garbage from 
the ocean, but the best solution now is to: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Prevent marine debris in the first place. This 
involves simple actions that can be done by 
everyone, including: Reduce, reuse, recycle…you’ve 
heard this a lot but it really is a great way to 
eliminate excess trash. Another way is to choose 
reusable items (like those pictured) and use fewer 
disposable ones (e.g., use fewer disposable bags 
when shopping, or bring your own reusable bags). 
Don’t litter! This is another thing you probably 
know already, but it is also important to make sure 
you put garbage in trash cans with lids so that trash 
doesn’t blow out. Get involved in coastal cleanups 
in your area and encourage others to help keep the 
beaches and oceans clean. Every year over the past 
25 years, an organization called Ocean Conservancy 
holds an International Coastal Cleanup. Nearly nine 
million volunteers from 152 countries have cleaned 
145 million pounds of trash from the shores of 
lakes, streams, rivers, and the ocean on just one day 
each year. But other organizations hold beach 
cleanups all throughout the year, in fact we are 
organizing one on the Rachel Carson National 
Estuarine Reserve in Beaufort this Saturday (we’ll 
leave details with your teacher if you are interested). 
It is also important to remember that we can clean 
up our environment without a formal beach 
cleanup. If you are out on the beach, or anywhere 
for that matter, and see some trash, pick it up and 
throw it away. People will start to notice your 
behavior and follow your example. Learn more 
about the problem of marine debris and its impacts 
then tell your friends and family! 
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Appendix F. Policy Memo 
MEMORANDUM 
TO  Senator <insert name here> 
FROM     Cassandra Ornell and Sarah Finn, Duke University Marine Lab, Beaufort, NC 
DATE     4/29/2011 
SUBJECT     Proposed Repeal of Outer Banks Plastic Bag Ban 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
Introduction and Summary Recommendation 

This memorandum addresses Senate Bill 138, which would repeal Senate Bill 1018, the ban 
on plastic shopping bags in the Outer Banks. We present the results of a survey1 given to Outer 
Banks residents as evidence for support of the current ban on plastic shopping bags under S1018. In 
keeping with your duties as a State Senator, we urge you to take these opinions into account and 
vote against S138. 
 
Justification 

Senate Bill 1018 was passed in an effort to protect a portion of the North Carolina coastline 
that has proven to be valuable, both for attracting tourism and protecting wildlife. As an area 
characterized by high tourist influx during the summer months, the Outer Banks experiences a high 
level of plastic bag consumption. This level of plastic bag consumption contributes to pollution of 
the marine environment, which threatens wildlife and deters tourism. In particular, North Carolina 
beaches serve as important nesting grounds for threatened and endangered sea turtle species. Plastic 
bag debris has been proven to be harmful to sea turtles and other coastal and marine wildlife. 

Below we present the findings of our survey of Outer Banks residents. This survey has 
shown an overwhelming majority of residents in support of the current ban on plastic bags. Many 
survey respondents cited environmental concern and a visible improvement in plastic bag litter as 
their primary reasons for supporting the ban. One woman went so far as to mail us her comments in 
support of the ban, as she was unable to use the internet to access the online survey. 
 
Summary of Findings 

The survey was administered online2 and was open to residents of Currituck, Dare, and Hyde 
Counties with no fee or membership required. The survey was advertised on several town websites, 
as well as Outer Banks news and opinion sites and blogs. Additionally, 250 survey requests were 
mailed to randomly selected residences in the three counties. Responses were collected between 
February 14 and April 19, and a total of 627 responses were obtained. Of these, 618 responses were 
used in our analysis, as some of the responses were incomplete. 

The survey asked respondents for their opinion on the Outer Banks plastic bag ban. We 
found that 408 respondents (66%) support the ban, 201 respondents (32.5%) do not support the 
ban, and 9 respondents (1.5%) do not have an opinion (Figure 1). Additionally, we asked 
respondents which type(s) of shopping bag they use, and allowed for multiple responses. We found 
that the majority of respondents used solely reusable bags (349 people, or 56.5%), approximately 
one-fifth of respondents used solely paper bags (139 people, or 22.5%) or a combination of paper 
and reusable bags (115 people, or 18.6%), and small numbers of people used plastic bags (10 people, 
or 1.6%), whatever the store provides (4 people, or 0.6%), or a combination of paper and plastic (1 

                                                        
1 This survey was determined by the Duke University Institutional Review Board to be in accordance with national 
standards for conducting research on human subjects. 
2 Survey link: https://www.surveymonkey.com/s/HY6GZ6P 
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person, or 0.2%) (Figure 2). Lastly, of note, a majority (84 people, or 60.4%) of 139 respondents 
who own or work at retail stores in the Outer Banks are in support of the ban. This suggests that 
public support for the ban includes those who are arguably most economically impacted by it.  

            
           Figure 1. Outer Banks survey respondents’ opinion on the plastic bag ban. 
 

         
      Figure 2. Type(s) of shopping bag used by Outer Banks respondents. 
 
Conclusion and Recommendation 

We urge you to vote against S138 and maintain the Outer Banks plastic bag ban as it is 
currently administered under S1018. We have found high levels of support for the plastic bag ban 
among Outer Banks residents, as well as frequent use of reusable shopping bags. As representatives 
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of the citizens of North Carolina, it is your responsibility to take the opinions of your constituents 
into consideration when voting on S138. 
 


